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Abstract

This article suggests a number of improvements in the reporting and investigation of child sexual abuse cases. The article begins with a reminder that our eagerness to protect children cannot be allowed to overcome our nation's commitment to fairness and due process. For both the alleged perpetrator and the child victim, much is at stake in these cases, and our system must strike a balance to protect the rights of both.

Currently there is a problem with both underreporting of suspicions of child abuse and overreporting of cases that are unfounded or cannot be substantiated. Several recommendations are made to make reporting more accurate. These include: clarify reporting laws, expand and improve training for reporters, develop agency policies regarding reporting, modify liability and immunity rules, improve efforts at screening reports, and provide feedback to reporters.

Finally, the article discusses the importance of interviewing children and offers some techniques for doing so properly. Issues of interpreting physical and behavioral signs of abuse are also discussed, and the importance of accurate record keeping is emphasized.

In recent years, much progress has been made in exposing the plight of sexually abused children and in providing them with needed protection and treatment. In 1976, about 6,000 confirmed reports of sexual abuse were made to child protective agencies. By 1985, the number had risen to about 113,000 each year. And, in 1993, the number had risen to about 152,000. Although many more reports of suspected sexual abuse are deemed "unsubstantiated" (or "unfounded") and closed after an investigation, there has nevertheless been a 25-fold increase of verified cases in fewer than 20 years.

The article by Pence and Wilson in this journal issue describes the process and key stages in the reporting and investigation of child sexual abuse. This article recommends some areas for improvement in this process. But, before discussing these recommendations, it is important to emphasize the need for balance in our efforts to protect sexually abused children.

Allegations of sexual abuse can have enormous consequences for both the accused parent and the child. There is no denying that, during good-faith efforts to protect children, innocent parents have suffered. Concern about sexual abuse must not be allowed to undermine our nation's commitment to the presumption of innocence and due process of law.

Portions of this article, prepared with the assistance of Lisa Lauermann, are revised and updated versions of material that is published in Besharov, D. Recognizing Child Abuse: A Guide for the Concerned (Free Press 1990). © Douglas J. Besharov, 1990. Printed with permission.
In ordinary criminal cases, Americans have reconciled themselves to the fact that due process protections may “get a guilty man off.” They cherish the right of every defendant, even the worst miscreant, to enjoy the presumption of innocence. But because of the tremendous sympathy that abused children arouse, some people act as if an alleged “child beater” has a lesser right to the presumption of innocence.

Laws against child abuse are an implicit recognition that family privacy must give way to the need to protect helpless children. Nevertheless, in seeking to protect children, legitimate rights of parents must be respected. As the U.S. Supreme Court held in Stanley v. Illinois, “It is plain that the interests of a parent in the companionship, care, custody, and management of his or her children comes to this Court with a momentum for respect lacking when appeal is made to liberties which derive merely from shifting economic arrangements. The Court has frequently emphasized the importance of the family. The rights to conceive and to raise one’s children have been deemed ‘essential,’ ‘Basic Civil Rights of Man,’ and ‘rights more precious . . . than property rights.’”

The well-intentioned purpose of child protective efforts does not prevent them from being unpleasant—and sometimes counterproductive—intrusions into family life. A report alleging that a child is “abused” or “neglected” is an explicit accusation of parental wrongdoing or inadequacy, which can be deeply stigmatizing. Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black described how, when a court petition is filed, the parent “is charged with conduct—failure to care properly for her children—which may be viewed as reprehensible and morally wrong by a majority of society.”

Researchers have documented the effect of such labeling on the parents: “Once an agency . . . labels a parent as abusive, other agencies tend to accept this label and treat the family accordingly.”

The resulting stigma can stay with a family even if the allegations are dismissed. Worse, an adjudication of abuse or neglect may result in the parents’ placement under long-term court supervision and their being forced to submit to court or agency treatment programs, as well as the child’s removal from the home for months or, perhaps, years. It may also lead to the permanent termination of parental rights and the parent’s incarceration.

Because so much is at stake, parents have a fundamental right to contest any state deprivation of their liberty or intrusion into their private family life, no matter how benevolent its putative purpose. After all, they may be innocent. As Justice Louis Brandeis warned in a different context, “Experience should teach us to be most on guard to protect liberty when the government’s purposes are beneficent.”

Even though the law requires the reporting of “suspected” child maltreatment, it must be remembered that only suspicions are being reported. The parents’ innocence should be presumed unless and until evidence establishing their guilt is obtained. Child protective workers should be attentive to reasonably available information, they should consider all relevant factors before reaching a decision, and they should adhere to the relevant legal or professional standards. Those who feel uncomfortable about respecting the presumption of innocence should ask themselves whether, if they were charged with child abuse, they would want anything but full legal protection.

Moreover, the children have a large stake in the outcome of these proceedings. An inappropriate adjudication of abuse or neglect may lead to an unnecessary and even harmful intervention into an already tenuous family situation. Long-term foster care, for example, can leave lasting psychological scars. It is an emotionally jarring experience that confuses young children and unsettles older ones. Over a long period, it can do irreparable damage to the bond of affection and commitment between parent and child. The period of separation may so completely tear the already weak family fabric that the parents have no chance of
being able to cope with children when they are returned.

While in foster care, children are supposed to receive treatment services to remedy the effects of past maltreatment. Few do. Worse, children who stay in foster care for more than a short time, especially if they are older, tend to be shifted through a sequence of ill-suited foster homes, a process that denies them the consistent support and nurturing they so desperately need. Increasingly, many graduates of the foster care system evidence such severe emotional and behavioral problems that some thoughtful observers believe that foster care is often more harmful than the original home environment. In fact, this author is aware of instances in which children who engage in antisocial behavior caused by the traumatic conditions associated with their foster care experience are returned to their parents.

Thus, for the sake of both children and parents, parental rights must be respected. In the short run, it may be possible to ignore problems. In the long run, though, as more people realize that innocent people are having their reputations tarnished and their privacy invaded, and that some are being wrongly jailed, continued support for child protective efforts will surely erode.

Parental rights, moreover, can be protected without jeopardizing the safety and well-being of maltreated children. A vigorous defense need not make it impossible for the state to protect children adequately. If there are sound reasons for believing that abuse has occurred, the government, with sufficient planning and preparation, and with the aid of a well-functioning child protective agency, should be able to make its case in court. The array of protective workers, police, prosecutors, and so forth that the state typically musters in child protective proceedings should be sufficient to build a case against a parent. They should not need the assistance of a compliant judicial system to make their case stick.

Because so much is at risk (when sexual abuse allegations are made), for both adults and children, every effort must be made to limit reports and intervention to situations of real danger to children and to create a fair investigation and adjudication process. The following discussion recommends some ways in which these goals might be accomplished.

### Encouraging More Accurate Reporting

A balanced approach to child protection depends on accurate reporting, but reporting today is far from accurate. The following discussion reviews the progress in reporting, but then focuses on two problem areas: high levels of unreported cases and high levels of unsubstantiated reports. Among the recommendations made to address these problems are the following: clarify reporting laws, expand and improve training for reporters, develop agency policies regarding reporting, modify liability and immunity rules, improve efforts at screening reports, and provide feedback to reporters.

### History of Reporting

Reporting of suspected child abuse and neglect begins the process of protection. Adults who are attacked or otherwise wronged can go to the authorities for protection and redress of their grievances. But the victims of child abuse and neglect are usually too young or too frightened to obtain protection for themselves; they can be protected only if a concerned individual recognizes the danger and reports it to the proper authorities.

Initially, mandatory reporting laws applied only to physicians and required only reports of “serious physical injuries” or “nonaccidental injuries.” In the ensuing years, though, increased public and professional attention, sparked in part by the number of abused children revealed by these reporting laws, led many states to expand their reporting laws so that, now, almost all states have laws which require the reporting of all forms of suspected child maltreatment, including physical abuse, physical neglect, emotional maltreatment, and, of course, sexual abuse.
Public information materials and campaigns have been very effective in increasing the number of reports of child sexual abuse. To obtain more information, see the Appendix, page 247, for details regarding the following agencies:

- American Humane Association/Children’s Division
- American Professional Society on the Abuse of Children
- C. Henry Kempe Center for Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect
- Clearinghouse of Child Abuse and Neglect Information
- National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
- National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse
- National Resource Center on Child Sexual Abuse
- The U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect

and exploitation. See the discussion in the article by Pence and Wilson in this journal issue.

Under threat of civil and criminal penalties, these laws require reports from most professionals who serve children, including physicians, nurses, dentists, mental health professionals, social workers, teachers (and other school officials), child care workers, and law enforcement personnel. About 20 states require all citizens to report, regardless of their professional status or relationship to the child. All states allow any person to report.

These reporting laws, and associated public awareness campaigns, have been strikingly effective. In 1963, about 150,000 children came to the attention of public authorities because of suspected abuse or neglect. By 1976, an estimated 669,000 children were reported annually. In 1993, almost three million children were reported, more than 20 times the number reported in 1963.

Many people ask whether this vastly increased reporting signals a rise in the incidence of child maltreatment. Although some observers believe that deteriorating economic and social conditions have contributed to a rise in the level of abuse and neglect, it is impossible to tell for sure. So many maltreated children previously went unreported that earlier reporting statistics do not provide a reliable baseline against which to make comparisons. Indeed, Finkelhor suggests, in his article in this journal issue, that adult retrospective surveys do not demonstrate any increase. One thing is clear, however: the great bulk of reports now received by child protective agencies would not be made but for the passage of mandatory reporting laws and the media campaigns that accompanied them.

Unreported Cases

Despite this progress, large numbers of obviously endangered children are still not reported to the authorities. Although all statistics concerning what happens in the privacy of the home must be approached with great care, the extent of nonreporting can be appreciated with the help of the National Incidence and Prevalence of Child Abuse and Neglect Study (conducted for the federal government by Westat, Inc.). The study estimated that, in 1986, selected professionals saw about 270,000 physically abused children, another 120,000 sexually abused children,
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In 1986, according to the survey, the professionals reported only about half of these children. (The study methodology, which involved asking professionals about children they had seen in their professional capacities during the study period, did not allow Westat to estimate the number of children seen by nonprofessionals, let alone their reporting rate.)

Professionals did not report almost 30% of the sexually abused children they saw. Nearly 15% of fatal or serious physical abuse cases (defined as life-threatening or requiring professional treatment to prevent long-term impairment) were not reported. And almost 40% of moderate physical abuse cases (defined by bruises, depression, emotional distress, or other symptoms lasting more than 48 hours) were not reported. The situation was even worse in neglect cases: about 67% of fatal or serious physical neglect cases were not reported, and about three-quarters of the moderate physical neglect cases were not reported.

These statistics indicate that, in 1986, about 2,000 children with observable physical injuries severe enough to require hospitalization were not reported, more than 100,000 children with moderate physical injuries were also not reported, and over 30,000 sexually abused children went unreported.

Unsubstantiated Reports

At the same time that many seriously abused children go unreported, an equally serious problem further undercuts efforts to prevent child maltreatment: the nation’s child protective agencies are being inundated by “unsubstantiated” reports. Although rules, procedures, and even terminology vary—some states use the phrase “unsubstantiated,” others “unfounded” or “not indicated” (see the article by Pence and Wilson in this journal issue)—an “unsubstantiated” report, in essence, is one that is dismissed after an investigation finds insufficient evidence upon which to proceed.

The emotionally charged desire to “do something” about child abuse, fanned by repeated and often sensational media coverage, has led, in this author’s view, to an understandable but counterproductive overreaction on the part of the professionals and citizens who report suspected child abuse. Depending on the community, as many as 65% of all reports are closed after an initial investigation reveals no evidence of maltreatment. This is in sharp contrast to 1975, when only about 35% of all reports were unsubstantiated.

A few advocates have sought to quarrel with this author and others who have made estimates that the national “unsubstantiated” rate is between 60% and 65%. To help settle this dispute, the American Public Welfare Association (APWA) conducted a special survey of child welfare agencies in 1989. The APWA researchers found that, between Fiscal Year 1986 and Fiscal Year 1988, the weighted average for the substantiation rates in 31 states declined 6.7%, from 41.8% in Fiscal Year 1986 to 39% in Fiscal Year 1988. As Table 1 indicates, some states do not have a significant problem with unsubstantiated reports. But most do.

These data from APWA suggest that the unsubstantiated rate is even higher than the author’s previous estimate of 65%, at least in the more populous states. The experience of New York State indicates what these statistics mean in practice. Between 1979 and 1983, as the number of reports received by the state’s Department of Social Services increased by about 50% (from 51,836 to 74,120), the percentage of substantiated reports fell about 16% (from 42.8% to 35.8%). In fact, the unduplicated number of substantiated cases—a number of children were reported more than once—actually fell by about 100, from 17,633 to 17,552. Thus, almost 23,000 additional families were investigated, while fewer children received child protective help.

The APWA report also addressed the claims of some that the National Incidence and Prevalence of Child Abuse and Neglect Study demonstrated that the substantiation rate actually rose from 43% in 1980 to 53% in 1986. However, as the
APWA report explained, in the 1986 study, “indicated” reports were counted as substantiated. “But these ‘indicated’ cases were, in fact, only cases whose investigations were still pending. The actual percentage of ‘founded’ cases was 26 percent; 43 percent were ‘unfounded’; and 26 percent were still pending.” Most recently, the 35% figure was reconfirmed by the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse’s Annual Fifty-State Survey.

Few unsubstantiated reports are made maliciously. Studies of sexual abuse reports, for example, suggest that, at most, from 4% to 10% of these reports are knowingly false. Many involve situations in which the person reporting, in a well-intentioned effort to protect a child, overreacts to a vague and often misleading possibility that the child may be maltreated. Others involve situations of poor child care which, though of legitimate concern, simply do not amount to child abuse or neglect. In fact, a substantial proportion of unsubstantiated cases are referred to other agencies for them to provide needed services for the family.

Moreover, an unsubstantiated report does not necessarily mean that the child was not actually abused or neglected. Evidence of child maltreatment is hard to obtain and may not be uncovered when agencies lack the time and resources to complete a thorough investigation or when inaccurate information is given to the investigator. Other cases are labeled unsubstantiated when no services are available to help the family. Some cases must be closed because the child or family cannot be located.

A certain proportion of unsubstantiated reports, therefore, is an inherent—and legitimate—aspect of reporting suspected child maltreatment and is necessary to ensure adequate child protection. Hundreds of thousands of strangers report their suspicions; they cannot all be right.

But unsubstantiated rates of the current magnitude go beyond anything reasonably needed; a high rate of unsubstantiated reports should concern everyone. Each report results in what can be an intrusive and traumatic investigation that is inherently a breach of parental and family privacy. To determine whether a particular child is in danger, caseworkers must inquire into the most intimate personal and family matters. Often, it is necessary to question friends, relatives, and neighbors, as well as school teachers, daycare personnel, doctors, clergymen, and others who know the family.

Furthermore, the current flood of unsubstantiated reports is overwhelming the limited resources of child protective agencies, endangering children who are really abused. For fear of missing even one abused child, workers perform extensive investigations of vague and apparently unsupported reports. Even repeated anonymous and unfounded reports do not prevent a further investigation. As a result, children in real danger get lost in the press of inappropriate cases. Forced to allocate a substantial portion of their limited resources to unsubstantiated reports, child protective agencies are less able to respond promptly and effectively when children are in serious danger. Some reports are left uninvestigated for a week and more after they are received. In the rush to clear cases, investigators often miss key facts; dangerous home situations receive inadequate supervision, as workers must ignore pending cases while they investigate the new reports that arrive daily on their desks. Decision making also suffers. With so many reported instances of unsubstantiated risk to children, caseworkers are desensitized to the obvious warning signals of immediate and serious danger.

These nationwide conditions help to explain why from 25% to 50% of child abuse deaths involve children previously known to the authorities. In 1993, the National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse (NCPCA) found a national average rate of 42%. Tens of thousands of other children suffer serious injuries short of death while under child protective agency supervision.

Ironically, by weakening the system’s ability to respond, unsubstantiated reports also discourage reporters from making appropriate reports. The sad fact is that many responsible individuals are not
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>FY 86</th>
<th>FY 87</th>
<th>FY 88</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean average of rates:</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.405</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.405</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.401</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted average using raw state data:</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.418</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.414</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.390</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The count of “Investigations” was used as the denominator for these states. In addition, the figures of some states were adjusted, as appropriate.

Reporting endangered children because they feel that the system’s response will be so weak that reporting will do no good or may even make matters worse. In 1984, a study of the impediments to reporting conducted by Jose Alfaro, Coordinator of the New York City Mayor’s Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect, concluded that: “Professionals who emphasize their professional judgment have experienced problems in dealing with the child protective agency, are more likely to doubt the efficacy of protective service intervention, and are more likely not to report in some situations, especially when they believe they can do a better job helping the family.”

Attention must be paid to the simultaneous problems of overreporting and underreporting. Both are caused largely by the vagueness of reporting laws. . . .

Attention must be paid to the simultaneous problems of overreporting and underreporting. Both are caused largely by the vagueness of reporting laws, aggravated by the failure of child protective authorities to provide realistic guidance in the form of public and professional education and training. These issues are discussed next.

Clarification of Reporting Laws

Many state laws are not as clear as they could be in establishing reporting mandates. Professionals, for example, can have difficulty in determining whether they are included among mandated reporters. Teachers in California reading their state’s reporting law might conclude that they are not required to report because they are not a “child care custodian, medical practitioner, nonmedical practitioner, or employee of a child protective agency.” A later section of the same statute, however, defines a “child care custodian” to include, among others, teachers.

Other states have enacted broadly generalized mandates that create what can only be called a guessing game about who is mandated to report. A few jurisdictions require reports from any person “who, in the course of his employment, occupation, or practice of his profession comes in contact with children . . . .” Does this include school bus drivers? What about lunchroom personnel? Other states use such vague phrases as any person “having responsibility for the care or treatment of children” or any person “called upon to render aid or medical assistance.” Does the former include baby-sitters? And does the latter include a neighbor to whom a child goes for help?

Whatever the legal ambiguity of such reporting mandates, of course, individuals have a moral duty to report endangered children. And, since all states provide legal protections for any person who reports, there is no legal impediment to doing so. But the uncertainty of reporting mandates increases the chances that a wrong decision will be made. Given the problems that these unnecessary ambiguities cause, states should remove them from their laws.

More specificity in the actual definition of child sexual abuse will also lead to more appropriate reporting. At its extreme, “sexual abuse” includes sexual intercourse and “deviate sexual intercourse.” Sexual intercourse may occur without orgasm and without complete penetration of the penis into the vagina. “Deviate sexual intercourse” includes “ sodomy” or anal or oral intercourse, fellatio, cunnilingus, and anilingus. As a matter of statutory law, most states define the latter as any “contact between the penis and the anus, the mouth and penis, or the mouth and the vulva.”

These acts, however, may be only the last step in a steadily worsening situation. For this reason and because of their inherent harmfulness, state laws should explicitly refer to lesser acts of sexual abuse, such as exhibitionism or improper sexual touching or contacts. They should enumerate specific acts, such as digital manipulation, rubbing or penetration of the young person’s genitals or intimate parts, including the fondling of the buttocks or of a female’s breast. (The touching of intimate parts need not be direct; it may be done through the clothing that covers them.)

Parents and other caretakers, however, often touch the private parts of children, especially younger ones, for entirely innocent reasons—to change a diaper, for example, or to give an affectionate pat on the behind. State child abuse statutes should exclude these normal parental touchings from the ambit of their mandates by limiting reports to situations in which the touching is for the purpose of sexual
arousal or gratification (of either the adult or the child).  

For an example of the level of specific detail that should be in a legal definition, see Besharov, Recognizing Child Abuse.  

Training for Reporters  

In addition to a statutory clarification about when reports should be made, mandated reporters need training about complying with these statutes. Few people fail to report because they do not care about an endangered child. Instead, they may be unaware of the danger the child faces or of the protective procedures that are available. A study of nonreporting among teachers, for example, blamed their “lack of knowledge for detecting symptoms of child abuse and neglect.” Likewise, few inappropriate or unsubstantiated reports are deliberately false statements. Most involve an honest desire to protect children coupled with confusion about what conditions are reportable.  

Thus, although professional awareness of child abuse is at an all-time high, there are still major gaps in understanding and knowledge. Better education on reporting responsibilities continues to be the single most effective method of encouraging more complete and more accurate reporting. Recognizing this fact, almost half of the states have specific statutes mandating professional training and public awareness efforts. California goes further, requiring all those entering employment as a “child care custodian [which includes teachers], health practitioner, or with a child protective agency” to sign a statement indicating an understanding of the state’s mandatory reporting provisions. Of course, legislation is not required for a state to provide public and professional education, and most do.  

Training efforts should be both expanded and improved. Professional education programs should sensitize all child-serving professionals to the occurrence of child abuse and neglect, and should instruct them in how and when to report. These programs should cover all forms of child abuse and neglect, including institutional abuse and neglect, explaining that child protective procedures are not punitive in nature and that their purpose is to protect the child and rehabilitate the parents.  

In 1987, a national group of 38 child protective professionals from 19 states met for three days at Airlie House, Virginia, under the auspices of the American Bar Association’s National Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Protection in association with the American Public Welfare Association and the American Enterprise Institute. The Airlie House group, as it has come to be called, developed policy guidelines for reporting and investigation decision making. One of the group’s major conclusions was that there should be improved guidelines for public and professional education about what should be reported (and what should not be). “Better public and professional materials are needed to obtain more appropriate reporting.” The group recommended that “educational materials and programs should: (1) clarify the legal definitions of child abuse and neglect, (2) give general descriptions of reportable situations (including specific examples), and (3) explain what to expect when a report is made.”  

Professional education for potential reporters should also include training about when there is “reasonable cause to suspect” or “reasonable cause to believe” that a child is abused or neglected. In all states, reporters do not have to prove that a child has been abused or neglected; they need only show a reasonable basis for their suspicions. Too often, though, this wisdom is taken to unreasonable lengths. Potential reporters are frequently told to “take no chances” and to report any child for whom they have the slightest concern. Educational materials must explain, clearly and with practical examples, the legal concept of “reasonable cause to suspect” child maltreatment. Unfortunately, the few attempts to do so have foundered on the fear that an overly strict definition will leave some children unprotected. That an overly broad definition might do the same is often overlooked.  

Professional education, of course, should also focus on the reporting process, conveying the community’s reliance
on professional reporting of suspected child abuse and neglect. It should describe professional responsibilities, powers, and immunities under state reporting laws; how to identify maltreated children; and the mechanics of reporting.

Professional education should also seek to improve cooperation and coordination among all agencies serving children and families. Thus, it should explain the interrelated responsibilities of child protective agencies, law enforcement, courts, and community human service agencies. See Box 1, which lists the basic elements of any program of professional education.

Although child protective agencies have the lead responsibility for both public and professional education, all child-serving professions and agencies should conduct their own training and educational programs to supplement the efforts of state and local child protective services. Professional education should start in graduate schools and proceed through in-service or continuing education programs.

Ultimately, though, all professionals, whether on their own or working in agencies, must take the responsibility to learn about child abuse and what they can do about it. This means reading professional literature, seeking and taking advantage of educational opportunities, consulting with others, and maintaining membership in professional groups and organizations.

**Agency Policies on Reporting**

Appropriate reporting of suspected sexual abuse requires a sophisticated knowledge of many legal, administrative, and diagnostic matters. An increasing number of public and private agencies are adopting formal agency policies about reporting to help ensure that their staffs respond properly. Some state laws mandate development and adoption of these policies. Florida, for example, requires all hospital and public health service administrators to develop a method of informing their employees of their reporting duties.41

The primary purpose of these policies, or agency protocols, is educational; they inform staff members of their obligation to report and of the procedures to be followed. Such formal policies serve another important function: they are an implicit commitment by agency administrators to support front-line staff members who decide to report. Moreover, the very process of drafting a written document can clarify previously ambiguous or ill-conceived agency policies.

A broad cross-section of agency officers, staff, and relevant outsiders should be consulted in the drafting process. This will make the policy more effective and more acceptable to those bound by it. Great care should be taken to ensure that the policy does not ask staff to do the impossible. It should be written within the context of the agency’s resources, competency, and legal mandate.

The particulars of a policy depend on the provisions of state law, the nature of available child protective services, and the type and size of the agency involved. Some generalizations can be made, though.32 First, the policy should clearly state legal requirements for reporting, as well as the penalties and protections established in the law. (These portions of the policy should be reviewed by an agency attorney or the appropriate child protective agency.) Second, the policy should describe where and how to report. (These provisions should also be reviewed by the child protective agency.) Third, the policy should delineate the duties and responsibilities of different types of staff members in the agency; in other words, it should describe who should do what. For example, a school’s policy may require that all reports be routed through the principal’s office; sometimes this is required by state law. The policy may also give the principal the responsibility for informing the child and parents about the report. In larger agencies, a specific staff member (or unit) may be made responsible for providing case consultation, for coordinating child protective activities within the agency, and for being the contact person for outside agencies. Agency policies also may have provisions concerning record keeping, confidentiality of records, ongoing staff
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training, and staff participation in multidisciplinary teams and public awareness campaigns.

A well-received and clearly written policy can greatly upgrade an agency’s response to child maltreatment. But to be effective, a policy must be known. Copies of the policy should be distributed to all staff members. In addition, copies or appropriate summaries should be posted in key locations, such as staff lounges or cafeterias. Moreover, even the most comprehensive and well-written policy must be buttressed by regular staff training on the identification and reporting of suspected child maltreatment.

**Modification of Liability and Immunity Rules for Reporting**

Almost all states have a specific law that makes the failure to report suspected child abuse and neglect a crime. Even in those that do not, failure to report may be a crime under general criminal laws. The criminal penalty is usually of misdemeanor level, with the potential fine ranging from $100 to $1,000, imprisonment ranging from five days to one year in jail, or both. In addition, just about all states impose civil liability for the failure to report suspected child abuse and neglect.

To further encourage reporting, all states grant immunity from civil and criminal liability to persons who report. Except in two or three states, immunity applies only to reports made in good faith. (There is no protection for reports made maliciously, because of prejudice or personal bias, or because of reckless or grossly negligent decision making.) To reassure potential reporters even more, about half the states have laws that establish a presumption of good faith.

Unfortunately, this combination of penalty and immunity provisions encourages the overreporting of questionable situations. As long as persons who report are arguably acting in good faith, they face no liability for reporting, no matter how weak the evidence or reasons for doing so. On the other hand, even if they make the most careful decision not to report, they are still subject to a possible penalty. Is it any surprise, therefore, that many professionals play it safe and report when they think there is the slightest chance that they subsequently will be sued for not doing so?

The law should be changed to remove this incentive for irresponsible reporting decisions. No person should be subject to criminal and civil liability for making a good-faith determination that a child is not maltreated. To reduce the incentive for inappropriate reporting, six states already limit civil liability to “knowing” or “willful” failures to report. All states should do so, and potential reporters should be made aware of the difference. Such legislation could read as follows: “Any person or institution required by this act to report known or suspected child abuse or neglect, or required to perform any other act, who knowingly and willfully fails to do so or who knowingly and willfully prevents another person acting reasonably from doing so shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be civilly liable for the damages proximately caused thereby.”

**Screening of Reports**

No matter how well professionals are trained and no matter how extensive public education efforts are, there will always be a tendency for persons to report cases that should not be investigated. In fact, we want people to err on the side of caution in deciding whether to call child protective agencies. But what should be phoned in to the agency is not necessarily what should
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**Box 1**

**Elements of Training for Potential Reporters of Sexual Abuse**

- Persons who must report
- Persons who may report
- State law definitions of child abuse and neglect
- Liability for failing to report
- Protections for those who report
- Sources of information
- Indicators of child abuse and neglect
- How to handle emergencies
- Preserving evidence
- Reporting procedures
- Working with the child protective agency and other human service agencies
- Respecting parental rights and sensibilities

be investigated. Thus, educational efforts, if they are going to work, must be backed up with a clear—and firm—intake policy.

Persons who answer hot lines receive calls from tens of thousands of strangers; they must screen reports. Investigating all reports, regardless of their validity, would be patently improper. Workers would be immobilized by the need to investigate tens of thousands of cases where there was no apparent danger to children. It would also be a violation of family rights and would invite lawsuits. As the Airlie House experts noted, “Agencies that carefully screen calls have lower rates of unsubstantiated reports and expend fewer resources investigating inappropriate calls.” Thus, they have a duty to screen out reports for which an investigation would be clearly unwarranted.

Child protective agencies need more specific policies and procedures for determining whether to accept a call for investigation. Until recently, most states did not have formal policies for screening. The problem of distinguishing between reports that should be accepted and those that should not is both programmatic and political.

Child protective agencies must accept all reports made properly to them. But child protective services should not investigate reports whose allegations fall outside the agency’s definitions of “child abuse” and “child neglect,” as established by state law. They should also reject reports when the caller can give no credible reason for suspecting that the child has been abused or neglected. And, they may have to reject a report in which insufficient information is given to identify or locate the child (although the information may be kept for later use should a subsequent report about the same child be made).

The foregoing examples are relatively easy to apply. More difficult to assess are reports that appear to be falsely (and maliciously) made by an estranged spouse, by quarrelsome relatives, by feuding neighbors, or even by an angry or distressed child. As a general rule, unless there are clear and convincing grounds for concluding that the report is being made in bad faith, any report that falls within the agency’s legal mandate must be investigated. Reports from questionable sources are not necessarily invalid; many anonymous reports are substantiated by the investigation. Even a history of past unsubstantiated reports is not a sufficient basis, on its own, for automatically rejecting a report.

Many reports that do not amount to child abuse or child neglect nonetheless involve serious individual and family problems. (That such situations have not resulted in actual child maltreatment does not reduce the family’s need for assistance.) In such cases, intake workers should be equipped to refer callers to other, more appropriate, social service agencies. All hot lines and agencies should possess this capability. Unfortunately, such referrals frequently are made without notifying the other agency of the practice and without checking to make sure that it can help the person referred. Thus, before making such referrals, intake staff members should have some assurance that these other agencies will provide the necessary services.

The key to implementing a rigorous intake policy successfully is the quality of intake staff members and the degree of support that they receive from agency administrators. Intake staff members should be experienced and highly trained personnel with the ability to quickly understand complex situations and the authority to make decisions. They should be able to advise potential reporters about the law and child protective procedures generally; assist in diagnosis and evaluation; consult about the necessity of photographs, x-rays, and protective custody; help reporters deal with distressed or violent parents; refer
inappropriate reports to other agencies better suited to deal with a family’s problems; and provide information and assistance to parents seeking help on their own.

**Feedback to Reporters**

Another strategy for achieving more accuracy in reporting is to provide feedback to reporters. This very rarely happens today. Persons who report suspected child abuse or neglect naturally want to know the disposition of their reports and whether the investigation verified their suspicions. The fact that they made a report demonstrates that they care about the child. Moreover, potential reporters need to know whether reporting will accomplish anything.

If persons who report are not told what happened, they may conclude that the agency’s response was ineffective or even harmful to the child; the next time they suspect that a child is maltreated, they may decide not to report. In addition, finding out whether their suspicions were valid also refines their diagnostic skills and, thus, improves the quality and accuracy of their future reports. Reporters also need such information to interpret subsequent events and to monitor the child’s condition. Finally, feedback to the reporter increases the likelihood that the agency will make an accurate assessment of the child’s situation because it allows the reporter to correct any misleading information obtained during the investigation.

Unfortunately, child protective agencies frequently fail to provide feedback to reporters, usually because of high case loads and a general insensitivity to the legitimate needs of those who report. Some agencies claim that they cannot provide such information because their records and investigations are confidential. But this is not true. There is no legal impediment to telling reporters about the general results of the investigation. After all, they made the report in the first place. Furthermore, they are under a continuing legal obligation to report subsequent abuse or neglect. To say that they cannot be told what happened is to adopt an overly legalistic interpretation of confidentiality. To override this hesitancy, a few states have enacted laws providing that the reporter is to be notified of the investigation’s results, although such provisions are technically not needed.56

Persons who have made a report should be told whether the investigation verified their suspicions and how the agency handled the situation. In certain circumstances, the child’s future safety may depend on their having this information. If the child protective agency does not provide such feedback, reporters should feel free to ask for it.

However, the right of reporters to know what happened is not absolute. In deciding what information to provide, child protective agencies must balance the family’s right to privacy against the reporter’s need to know. If the person reporting is a friend, a neighbor, or a relative, the information provided should be quite limited. The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect recommends that, if the report appears to be valid, these persons should be given a supportive message such as, “We think you did the right thing to refer the family; we are staying in there.”47
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**Another strategy for achieving more accuracy in reporting is to provide feedback to reporters. This very rarely happens today.**

For professionals who report, the information provided should give a clear indication of whether the report was valid and whether the child appears to be in any immediate danger. Only with such information can the reporter be expected to detect situations that deteriorate further. Additionally, if the reporter (or his agency) will be involved in treatment efforts, as many are, much more information must be provided. For example, a clear picture of the family’s dynamics, including its strengths and weaknesses, is needed for successful treatment.

**Obtaining Reliable Information from Children**

The previous discussion focuses on areas for improvement in the reporting of cases. Attention should also be focused on improving methods for obtaining reliable information from children. Children’s statements are crucial elements both as the basis of a decision about whether to report and as a part of an actual investigation. Consensus about how to respond to certain physical and behavioral signs in children must also be developed. Finally, more emphasis must be placed on accurate re-
cord keeping at all stages of investigating these cases. These issues are discussed next.

**Interviewing Children**

Children are often the best source of information concerning possible sexual abuse. They can give moving—and frequently decisive—evidence about their parents’ behavior. So much importance is attached to their testimony that most states have relaxed the rules of evidence concerning corroboration, hearsay, and the testimony of very young children. See also the article by Myers in this journal issue.

Much happens, however, before cases ever get to court. Diligence by adults who have contact with children, whether or not mandated reporters, is essential to our society’s efforts to protect children. Older children, especially, often seek help from an adult whom they know and trust. A schoolteacher who seems concerned about the child, a social worker whom the child gets to know, a volunteer in a runaway shelter in which the child seeks refuge, a friendly neighbor, or, in fact, any approachable adult may be told about acts of abuse or neglect in the home. Many cases of sexual abuse, for example, come to light only after the child has told an outsider. Children who seek help should be supported and encouraged.

Even when the child does not initiate the discussion, an adult may want to question the child if there is a possibility that the child is being abused or neglected. For example, a nurse may want to ask how a child received some suspicious or ambiguous injuries, a schoolteacher may want to ask why a child’s physical condition or school performance has suddenly deteriorated, or a neighbor may want to ask why a child is not in school. Often, the child will tell the questioner about being maltreated.

Even very young children should be questioned. Although what they say may not be of sufficient reliability for use in court, their answers may shed light on the situation or provide additional leads for exploration. The only time children should not be questioned is when there is already sufficient evidence to make a report and it appears that questioning them further may expose them to added emotional trauma or to a parent's anger or even retaliation.

Potential reporters are not expected to determine the truth of a child’s statements. That is the job of the child protective agency. As a general rule, therefore, all doubts should be resolved in favor of making a report. A child who describes being sexually abused should be reported unless there is clear reason to disbelieve the statement.

When should a child’s statements be questioned? Basically, there are two situations, the major difference between them being the child’s age. For young children, the key issue is whether a distorted version of the incident may have been fixed in the child’s mind by others who questioned the child about the possibility of abuse. Has an interested party (such as a parent in a custody dispute) or a careless interviewer (who used leading or suggestive techniques) implanted a distorted or untrue idea in the child’s mind?

For older children, who may know the implications of what they are saying, the primary issue is the question of motive: Is there some reason the child, usually an adolescent, may want to be out of the home? Some older children try to escape from what is, for them, an unhappy home situation by claiming to be maltreated. Thus, it is important to find out whether there has been a history of conflict between the parents and the child. A teacher or guidance counselor, for example, could review school records to see whether there are “psychological reports, behavior incidents, disciplinary reports which bear on credibility such as theft, lying, false accusations, etc., a psychiatric diagnosis with reference to fantasies, delusions, and the like."49

Adults who talk to children also need to understand the mixed significance of retractions. Children sometimes retract their previous description of being maltreated, whether given spontaneously or in response to questioning. There are good reasons to question the validity of such retractions, however. Some retractions re-
sult from parental coaching or threats. For example, one court described how, on “at least four instances . . . caseworkers observed bruises or welts on the child’s ankles, hands and on other parts of her body. Upon questioning, the now-seven-year-old child either attributed the injuries to her mother, remained silent, or remarked that ‘mommy says not to tell.’” Thus, it is important to know whether the parents have had access to the child.

Other children retract previous statements when, after having been placed in foster care, they decide that they want to return home to their families, friends, and accustomed environment. A manual for child protective workers explains that “a child who has fabricated sexual abuse allegations in order to punish or get even with the caretaker may be less likely to retract her statements than the child who is upset with negative repercussions of her acknowledgment and who reverses her position in an attempt to return life to normal.”

Thus, the child’s retractions of an earlier statement do not necessarily mean that no report should be made. Some experts take this clinical wisdom to illogical lengths, however. They claim that a child’s retractions or denials are actually a sign that the child was abused. They may describe a “Sexual Abuse Accommodation Syndrome,” in which the child “accommodates” to the abuse by denying it. Unfortunately, this theory does not leave room for bona fide recantations and, thus, is dangerously deficient.

A retraction does place a large question mark over the child’s original statement, but that does not mean that it should be automatically discounted. The group noted, however, that obtaining accurate information can be extremely difficult and advised that these types of interviews be conducted only by well-trained and competent interviewers.

To elicit the most accurate information from children, the group made the following recommendations: (1) Interviews should be conducted as soon after the event as possible. (2) Multiple interviews should be discouraged. (Frequent questioning by different interviewers can distort memory and lead to confusion.) (3) Leading questions should be avoided when at all possible. (The group agreed, however, that the use of leading questions did not always invalidate testimony.) (4) With older children, open-ended questions designed to elicit free narrative accounts should be used. (5) With children younger than six (who might have difficulty responding to open-ended questions), direct questions about the incident using developmentally appropriate vocabulary can be used, but only with great care. And, (6) all interviews should be videotaped in order to avoid the need for multiple interviewing and to have a record of how the interview was conducted.
The international group also addressed the issue of “anatomically explicit dolls” (which used to be called “anatomically correct” until people took a good look at the relative proportions of various anatomical parts). The international group agreed that the use of dolls can be helpful (1) early in the interviewing process to understand the child’s labels for the various body parts and (2) later in interviews to reenact events children have experienced which their vocabulary is too limited to express. These dolls are too misleading to be used for diagnostic purposes. The group advised that “courts and other potential users of investigative interviews should understand that there is no anatomically detailed doll ‘test’ yielding conclusive scores quantifying the probability that a child has been sexually abused.” Dolls can also be used as a treatment tool, but then only after a diagnosis of sexual abuse has been made.

Finally, if the interview reveals sufficient information upon which to make a report, older children should be told what will happen next. For younger children, the best guide to what they should be told can be found in the specific questions they ask. It is important to reassure children of all ages that they are not to blame for their parents’ maltreatment or for the actions taken by the authorities against their parents.

Physical Evidence

The child’s body, tragically, often provides the most telling evidence of sexual abuse. Here, too, improvements are needed in the way both reporters and investigators respond to these signs. For children too young or too frightened to tell what happened to them, unsatisfactorily explained injuries (or other physical or emotional conditions) may be the only way to discover child maltreatment, and the only way to prove it, should court action be necessary. That this is circumstantial evidence does not make it a less important basis for a report. In fact, given the problems of bias, poor perception, and faulty memory that can distort eyewitness observations, circumstantial evidence can be more trustworthy than direct evidence.

No child is too young to be sexually abused. Physical signs of sexual abuse are found even in infants. Hence, physical indications of sexual abuse should not be ignored or discounted simply because the child seems too young to be the object of someone’s sexual desires. There can, however, be a good deal of ambiguity in these cases. For instance, medical symptoms such as unusual vaginal or urethral irritations or discharges, although possibly indicative of sexual activity, can also have an alternate medical explanation or they can be the result of excessive rubbing (during cleaning), poor hygiene, or self-
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It is important to reassure children of all ages that they are not to blame for their parents’ maltreatment or for the actions taken by the authorities against their parents.
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an older man for the purpose of having sex, and that Audrey Nelson, the children’s mother, forced her children to watch her perform sex acts with various partners and perhaps forced them to participate.” Caseworkers investigated these allegations twice over a six-month period. Unfortunately, their investigation “basic-
stimulation. And it is often impossible to tell which it is.

Signs of sexual activity, therefore, may or may not be related to sexual abuse. They are not automatic proof that the child was sexually abused. Whether they establish the basis for a diagnosis of sexual abuse depends on the child’s age, apparent maturity, and social situation, as well as the statements of the child, the parents, and others familiar with the situation. Ambiguous or borderline situations must be judged on a case-by-case basis, taking into account this wide array of factors. (See the article by Kerns, Terman, and Larson in this journal issue for a discussion of the role of the medical profession.) In addition, certain behaviors of the child, discussed next, although not an independent basis for a report, can be helpful in assessing these borderline situations.

**Behavioral Indicators**

When physical and testimonial evidence is ambiguous, certain behaviors in children can be used as diagnostic tools to bolster the conclusion that abuse occurred. The absence of such “behavioral indicators,” however, does not prove that the child was not abused. Using behavioral indicators is a tricky business because they have many alternative explanations that are not related to sexual abuse. A sudden decline in a child’s performance at school, for example, may be a result of the stress of a divorce rather than of a parent’s sexual abuse. Hence, behavioral indicators are not, in themselves, sufficient grounds for a report or for deciding that a child has been sexually abused. They should not be used, even by the most impressive expert, unless the child describes having been abused or the existence of suspicious injuries is established.

Even then, alternate explanations for the child’s behavior must be considered.

This does not mean that one should do nothing after observing troubled behavior. The children’s behaviors can be an indication that the possibility of sexual abuse—or other emotional problems—should be explored. To medical personnel, for example, they suggest the need for a full physical examination of the child. To any caring individual, they suggest the need for further inquiries about the child’s situation. For example, a teacher who observes a child’s unwillingness to change for a gym class (or a sudden deterioration in a child’s school work) should keep the possibility of sexual abuse in mind while seeking to help the child. Discreet—and open-ended—questions (such as “How are things going?” and “Is there anything happening that you want to tell me about?”) permit children to share their problems with a teacher or other reassuring adult.

**Record Keeping**

Finally, as information is gathered from children, particularly through interviews and examinations, careful record keeping is essential. Many months often elapse between the events in question and the initiation of a lawsuit. A written record of what transpired at the time will help refresh memories of events long past and may be used, under certain circumstances, as evidence to bolster a worker’s testimony. In addition, records are a form of institutional memory that can usually be introduced into evidence if the original maker of the record is unavailable to the court. This can
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**Conditions for Interviewing Children About Possible Sexual Abuse**

be especially important for those institutions, such as public social service agencies, having high rates of staff turnover.

For example, the child’s description of being abused or neglected (whether or not it was retracted) may be admissible in a subsequent court action. It certainly will help guide the child protective agency’s investigation. Therefore, the child’s statement, and description of the conditions under which it was given, should be written down and kept on file. Because the reliability of the child’s statement may subsequently be challenged, any evidence that tends to confirm it should also be carefully recorded.

Unfortunately, few social work case records meet professional standards of thorough and timely preparation. No one familiar with record-keeping practices would deny the general applicability of the following comments about child protective records: “Experience from various program evaluations involving record review demonstrates that record keeping is a general and pervasive problem within child protective agencies. Poor record keeping can be found to be apparent in various forms: no recording, insufficient recording, inappropriate recording, too much recording and even recording which is damning...”

The goal of appropriate record keeping is most succinctly stated in a publication of the National Association of Social Workers: “Keep current, written records which include clear, objective statements upon which any interpretations are based. Adhere to administrative policies and procedures when actions are taken and assure a completed record, free of erasures, which would be available for legal perusal.”

Many agencies have carefully formulated record-keeping requirements, together with forms and instructional materials. If they have not done so, they should. Social workers in private practice should develop an appropriate system of record keeping and adhere to it diligently.

Conclusion

To call for more careful reporting and investigation of suspected child sexual abuse is not to be coldly indifferent to the plight of endangered children. Rather, it is to be realistic about the limits of our ability to operate child protective systems and to recognize that inappropriate reporting is also harmful to children.

If child protective agencies are to function effectively, the simultaneous problems of over- and underreporting and over- and underintervention must be addressed. The challenge is to strike the proper balance. The effort will be politically controversial and technically difficult, but we owe it to the children to try.
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